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Collective Designation by Product
In this document, the following collective designations are used to refer to HULFT products:
Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT8
HULFT8 for zOS
HULFT8 for Mainframe

HULFT8 for MSP
HULFT8 for XSP
HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise

HULFT8 for UNIX
HULFT8 for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard
HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise

HULFT8 for Linux

HULFT8 for Linux-Standard
HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise

HULFT8 for zLinux

HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard
HULFT8 for NSK-X

HULFT8 for NSK

HULFT8 for NSK-NB
HULFT8 for NSK-NS
HULFT8 for Windows-Server

HULFT8 for Windows

HULFT8 for Windows-Client

HULFT8 for IBMi

HULFT8 for IBMi

HULFT8 Manager
HULFT8 Manager

HULFT8 Manager

HULFT8 Script
HULFT8 Script Option for UNIX
HULFT8 Script Option for Linux

HULFT8 Script

HULFT8 Script Option for zLinux
HULFT8 Script Option for Windows
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT8 Cipher Options
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for UNIX/Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S)
for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for Mainframe

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)

HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES)
for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for IBMi
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Mainframe

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux

HULFT8 Cipher Options for UNIX/Linux

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Options for Windows

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows
HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Options for IBMi

HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for IBMi
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT7
HULFT7 for zOS
HULFT7 for Mainframe

HULFT7 for MSP
HULFT7 for XSP
HULFT7 for UNIX-EX
HULFT7 for UNIX-ENT

HULFT7 for UNIX

HULFT7 for UNIX-M
HULFT7 for UNIX-L

HULFT7 for UNIX/Linux

HULFT7 for Linux-EX
HULFT7 for Linux

HULFT7 for Linux-ENT
HULFT7 for Linux-M
HULFT7 for zLinux-EX

HULFT7 for zLinux

HULFT7 for zLinux-ENT
HULFT7 for zLinux-M
HULFT7 for Windows-EX
HULFT7 for Windows-ENT

HULFT7 for Windows

HULFT7 for Windows-M
HULFT7 for Windows-L

HULFT7 for i5OS

HULFT7 for i5OS
HULFT7 for NSKJ-M

HULFT7 for NSK

HULFT7 for NSKH-M
HULFT7 for NSKS-M

HULFT7e
HULFT7e for UNIX/Linux

HULFT7e for UNIX-M

HULFT7e for UNIX

HULFT7e for UNIX-L

HULFT7e for Linux

HULFT7e for Linux-M

HULFT7e for Windows

HULFT7e for Windows-L

HULFT7e for i5OS

HULFT7e for i5OS

HULFT7 Cipher Options
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for zOS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux

HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S)

HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for Windows
HULFT7 Cipher Option(C4S) for i5OS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for zOS
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for MSP
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for XSP
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX

HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES)

HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for Windows
HULFT7 Cipher Option(AES) for i5OS

HULFT7 Manager
HULFT7 Manager

HULFT7 Manager

HULFT7e Manager
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Designation in This Document

Product Name

HULFT Ver.6 Japanese edition
HULFT for Mainframe Type MSP-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type MSP Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6

HULFT for Mainframe Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type XSP-S Ver.6
HULFT for Mainframe Type XSP Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-CL Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-SD Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-S Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for UNIX Type U1 Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2-F Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2-S Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U2 Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX/Linux Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for Linux Type LZ-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type LZ Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type LI-CL Ver.6

HULFT for Linux Ver.6
Japanese edition

HULFT for Linux Type LI Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L-D Ver.6
HULFT for Linux Type L Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-CLD Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-CL Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN-ENTD Ver.6

HULFT for Windows Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for Windows Type WIN-ENT Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN1 Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN2 Ver.6
HULFT for Windows Type WIN3 Ver.6
HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-S Ver.6

HULFT for OS400 Ver.6 Japanese edition

HULFT for OS400 Type OS400 Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 English edition
HULFT for Mainframe Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-E Ver.6
HULFT for UNIX Type U1-E Ver.6

HULFT for UNIX Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for UNIX Type U2-E Ver.6

HULFT for Linux Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Linux Type L-E Ver.6

HULFT for Windows Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for Windows Type WIN2-E Ver.6

HULFT for OS400 Ver.6 English edition

HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-E Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 Cipher Option
HULFT Cipher Option for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for UNIX Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Linux Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Windows Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for OS400 Ver.6

HULFT Ver.6 Cipher Option

HULFT Cipher Option for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for UNIX Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Linux Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for Windows Ver.6
HULFT Cipher Option for OS400 Ver.6
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Definitions of Product Designation
When the content is applicable to all versions of a specific host type, a collective designation that omits the version is
used.
Additionally, when the content is applicable to both the Japanese edition and the English edition, a collective
designation that omits the language is used.
Meanwhile, to refer collectively to HULFT7 and HULFT7e, the designation 'HULFT Ver.7' is used.
Example 1:
The collective designation 'HULFT for zOS' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for zOS
l HULFT7 for zOS
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390 Ver.6
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-S Ver.6
l HULFT for Mainframe Type OS390-E Ver.6
Example 2:
The collective designation 'HULFT for Windows Ver.7' is used when the content is applicable to the following
products:
l HULFT7 for Windows
l HULFT7e for Windows
Example 3:
The collective designation 'HULFT for IBMi' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for IBMi
l HULFT7 for i5OS
l HULFT7e for i5OS
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400 Ver.6
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-S Ver.6
l HULFT for OS400 Type OS400-E Ver.6
Example 4:
The collective designation 'HULFT for NSK' is used when the content is applicable to the following products:
l HULFT8 for NSK
l HULFT7 for NSK
l HULFT for Himalaya Ver.5

Definitions of product designation by product grade
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as 'HULFT8 Enterprise grade':
HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise
HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise
HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as 'HULFT8 Standard grade':
HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard
HULFT8 for Linux-Standard
HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard
In this document, the following product is referred to as 'HULFT8 Server grade':
HULFT8 for Windows-Server
In this document, the following product is referred to as 'HULFT8 Client grade':
HULFT8 for Windows-Client
In this document, the following products are collectively referred to as HULFT7 'Grade EX':
HULFT7 for UNIX-EX
HULFT7 for Linux-EX
HULFT7 for zLinux-EX
HULFT7 for Windows-EX
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Definitions of product designation lower than HULFT8
The operation and available functions of HULFT for UNIX and those of the following products are the same.
In environments where the following products are used, replace the term 'HULFT for UNIX' where it appears in the
manual with the product names below.
HULFT for Linux
HULFT for zLinux
HULFT for NSK
Definitions of platform designation
In this document, the HP NonStop operating systems that are exclusively developed for the HP Integrity NonStop
servers are collectively referred to as "NonStop."
In this document, operating environments for the following products are collectively referred to as 'midrange
computers':
HULFT for IBMi
HULFT for K
In this document, the operating environments for the following products are collectively referred to as 'Mainframe':
HULFT for zOS
HULFT for MSP
HULFT for XSP
HULFT for Mainframe Type VOS
Some parts of this document use the following designations to categorize the hosts on which HULFT operates based
on the platforms on which HULFT operates:
Collective
Designation
Type MF-IBMi Hosts

Type Win-UX Hosts

Product Name

Platform

HULFT for Mainframe

z/OS, MSP, XSP, VOS3, ACOS

HULFT for IBMi

IBM i

HULFT for K

K

HULFT for UNIX/Linux

UNIX, Linux, zLinux

HULFT for NSK

NonStop

HULFT for Windows

Windows

In this document, the following code sets that are categorized as ASCII are collectively referred to as 'Type-ASCII Code
Set':
Code Set
Shift-JIS, EUC-JP, UTF-8, GB18030

Description
Code sets that are used in single byte code conversion
and double byte code conversion

In this document, the following code sets that are categorized as EBCDIC are collectively referred to as 'Type-EBCDIC
Code Set':
Code Set

Description

Katakana, Lower Case, ASPEN, ASCII, Japan
(Latin) for IBM, Japan (Latin) Extended for
IBM, NEC Katakana, Japan (Katakana)
Code sets that are used in single byte code conversion
Extended for IBM, Simplified Chinese
Extended
JEF, IBM Kanji, NEC Kanji, KEIS, IBM
Simplified Chinese

Code sets that are used in double byte code conversion
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Note
l
l

HULFT8 does not support transfer of files via SAN (Storage Area Network).
The following products do not support transfer using ciphers:
o HULFT8 for zOS (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for UNIX-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Linux-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for zLinux-Standard (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Windows-Server (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for Windows-Client (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 for IBMi (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Manager (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for UNIX (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for Linux (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for zLinux (No Encryption)
o HULFT8 Script Option for Windows (No Encryption)

Manuals for this product
This product contains the following manuals and help documents.
Read as appropriate for your objectives.
Manuals to be read prior to installation of HULFT
Features Guide
This manual gives an overview of HULFT system, an overview of each function of which HULFT consists,
operational examples, and product line.
The explanation is for the first-time users of HULFT as well as those who are in charge of the introduction of
HULFT.
Manuals to be read during installation
New Features and Compatibility Guide
This manual explains added or improved features of the newest version, and compatibility and functional
restrictions between the newest version and old versions.
The guide contains an explanation on the functions that are permitted but no longer recommended (namely,
deprecated functions).
This manual is intended for users who perform version upgrade, and for those who are involved in migration
of HULFT system.
Installation Manual
This manual explains all the procedures from product installation, to uninstallation, to communication testing
of HULFT.
This manual is intended for first-time users of HULFT and for those who carry out the Update Installation.
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Manuals to be read during system configuration
Administration Manual
This manual explains configuration of systems that use HULFT, and information required for operation
management.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing or establishing systems that use HULFT, and
for those who are in charge of operation management of HULFT system.
Operation Manual
This manual explains management information settings required for startup and operation of HULFT,
operation of HULFT Management screen and commands, and use of utilities.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing and establishing the Send system or the
Receive system, and for those who engage in daily operation of HULFT system.
Code Conversion Manual
This manual explains Japanese and Chinese character code conversion, numeric conversion, and points to be
noted on conversion.
This manual is intended for users who are involved in designing and establishing the Send system or the
Receive system, and for those who are in charge of operation management of HULFT system.
Manuals to be read while using specific functions
Clustering Manual
This manual explains the environment settings that must be configured in order to operate HULFT Clustering
function.
Refer to this manual when using HULFT Clustering function.
Scheduler Manual
This manual gives an overview of HULFT Scheduler function, explains the System Environment Settings and
shows an example of using HULFT Scheduler.
Refer to this manual when using HULFT Scheduler function.
Manuals and help documents to be read during operation
Error Codes and Messages
This manual explains the content of each error code and termination status, and message logs that are output
by HULFT.
Operation Manual
This manual explains the management information settings that are required for startup and operation of
HULFT, operation of HULFT Management screen and commands, and use of utilities.
Online HELP
HULFT for Windows has an online help document.
This document explains how to start up and end HULFT, and explains system management information, HULFT
Management screen, HULFT operation commands, utilities, console messages, and error codes.
Manuals and help documents of related products
When using the related product below, refer to the following manual or help document:
HULFT Manager
HULFT Manager Installation Manual
HULFT Manager Online HELP
Manuals and help documents of option products
When using any of the option products below, refer to their respective manuals or help documents:
HULFT8 Cipher Options
Cipher Option Manual
HULFT Script
HULFT Script Manual
HULFT Script HELP
HULFT Script System Monitoring Guide
HULFT Script Cluster Configuration Guide
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Structure and usage of this document
Target Audience and Required Knowledge
This document is intended for the following audiences:
l Personnel who design or implement clustering systems
l Personnel who are in charge of deployment and operations of clustering functions
This document assumes that the audience has the knowledge required for operation and management of UNIX or
Linux systems.
Structure of this document
This document describes the environment settings that must be configured in order to use the HULFT Clustering
function, which is provided with HULFT8 for UNIX/Linux-Enterprise.
This document comprises the following sections:
Chapter 1 HULFT with the clustering function
This section contains an overview of the cluster mechanism and types of clusters, and an overview of the
HULFT Clustering function.
Chapter 2 HULFT Clustering function
This section describes the HULFT Clustering function.
Chapter 3 Installation procedures and environment settings
This section describes the installation procedures and environment settings for the HULFT Clustering function.
Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities
This section explains how to use the utilities of the HULFT Clustering function.
Chapter 5 HULFT Clustering function operations and related notes
This section describes the operation of and points to note on the HULFT Clustering function in a cluster
environment.
Chapter 6 Operation example
This section contains an example operation of the HULFT Clustering function in a cluster environment.
Appendix A Glossary
This section explains the terms that are related to clusters.
Screen images in this document
Some of the screen images used in this document might differ slightly from the actual screens.
Unless otherwise stated, screen images of Solaris are used as screen images for UNIX in this document.
Unless otherwise stated, screen images of Red Hat Enterprise Linux are used as screen images for Linux in this
document.
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Symbols and Notations
Notation of product version information
Product version information for this product is expressed using the following format:
Example:

1) Version (1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when changes are made to the concept of the product, substantial improvements to
functions are made, and new functions are added. This is referred to as 'Version Upgrade.'
2) Level (0, 1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when improvements to functions are made and new functions are added. This is
referred to as 'Level Upgrade.'
3) Revision (0, 1, 2, 3, ......)
The number increases when small-scale improvements are made that do not involve any changes to the
specifications. This is referred to as 'Revision Upgrade.'
4) Minor Revision (No letter, A, B, C, ......)
A letter is added when urgent improvements are made for the first time, and the letter changes in ascending
alphabetical order when subsequent improvements are made. This is referred to as 'Minor Revision
Upgrade.' In this document, explanation of 'Minor Revision Upgrade' is included in the explanation of
'Revision Upgrade.'
Conventions of notation
Command or control card explanation
[ ]:
{ }:
....:

|:
Italics:

Brackets indicate that the enclosed items are optional.
Braces indicate that the enclosed are multiple options, from which one option must be
selected.
Repeat symbol indicates options, which should be repeated if necessary. The symbol may
follow single word or a group of options enclosed within either brackets or braces. The
part enclosed within either brackets or braces in a format is regarded as one unit. Repeat
the whole part in between the symbols on a unit basis.
Vertical bar is used to set off options.
Italics indicate a variable (a value that varies depending on the target or state).
Example: yyyymmdd

Type in comma (,) and equal sign (=) in the exact location as they are represented.
Commands or system management information settings
Uppercase characters:
Lowercase characters:
Alphabets:
Alphanumeric characters:

Uppercase characters indicate that uppercase alphabets (A-Z) can be used.
Lowercase characters indicate that lowercase alphabets (a-z) can be used.
Alphabets indicate that both uppercase (A-Z) and lowercase (a-z)
alphabets can be used.
For HULFT for UNIX/Linux, HULFT for NSK, HULFT for Windows, or HULFT
Manager
Alphanumeric characters indicate uppercase and lowercase alphabets
(A-Z, a-z) as well as numeral (0-9) can be used.
For HULFT for IBMi or HULFT for Mainframe
Alphanumeric characters indicate uppercase alphabets (A-Z) as well as
numeral (0-9) can be used.
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Chapter 1 HULFT with the clustering function
This section describes an overview of the mechanism and types of clusters, and an overview of the HULFT Clustering function.

1.1 HULFT Clustering function
1.2 Overview of the HULFT Clustering function

16
19
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Chapter 1 HULFT with the clustering function
1.1 HULFT Clustering function

1.1 HULFT Clustering function
1.1.1

Types of clustering systems

Clustering is a virtualization technique to make two or more computers that are running individually act as a single machine. By
using this technique, you can distribute a large amount of processing to multiple servers and reduce the overall processing time.
In addition, even if a failure occurs on one server, another server continues the work in place of the failed server.
The following types of systems (cluster configuration systems) use clustering.
High Performance Computing clustering (HPC cluster)
In this type of clustering function, multiple servers work in collaboration to enhance the overall processing capacity.
High Scalability clustering (load-balancing cluster)
This clustering function distributes requests from clients to multiple servers in order to balance the processing workload
as evenly as possible among the servers.
High Availability clustering (HA cluster)
In a failover cluster, two or more servers share the disks and the primary server (ACTIVE server) executes the processing
during the normal operation.
If a failure occurs on the ACTIVE server, the alternate server (STANDBY server) takes over the data and processing. This
mechanism is called 'failover.'
This mechanism minimizes the downtime when a failure occurs.

The HULFT Clustering function is intended to operate HULFT in a failover clustering environment that is provided by high
availability (HA) platforms.
For HULFT, the following products support the HULFT Clustering function:
l HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise CL License
l HULFT8 for UNIX-Enterprise CL Add License
l HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise CL License
l HULFT8 for zLinux-Enterprise CL Add License
l HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise CL License
l HULFT8 for Linux-Enterprise CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for UNIX CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for zLinux CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(C4S) for Linux CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for UNIX CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for zLinux CL Add License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux CL License
l HULFT8 Cipher Option(AES) for Linux CL Add License
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Chapter 1 HULFT with the clustering function
1.1 HULFT Clustering function

1.1.2

Operations configuration of the clustering function

The HULFT Clustering function works on clustering software that manages a failover clustering system.
This function operates on both the ACTIVE and STANDBY nodes. Even if a failover occurs, users on the remote host are not
affected by the node switching because each of the communication destination hosts can treat the HULFT instances on the
nodes as if they are the single identical HULFT instance.
The following shows a typical operations configuration of the HULFT Clustering function that operates on a failover clustering
system.

Figure 1.1 Example of Configurations for Operations of HULFT with Clustering Function
= Remarks =
For details on the clustering software that is supported by HULFT, refer to our website at the following URL:
http://www.hulft.com/
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1.1.3

Operations configuration of HULFT with the clustering function

The operations configuration of failover clustering systems can be classified to unidirectional standby configurations and
bidirectional standby configurations. The HULFT Clustering function can operate in both configurations.

(1) Unidirectional Standby Configuration (ACTIVE-STANDBY Configuration)
In this configuration, one server operates as the ACTIVE system that carries out processing and the other server operates as
the STANDBY system that does not carry out processing.

Figure 1.2 HULFT in Unidirectional Standby Configuration

(2) Bidirectional Standby Configuration (ACTIVE-ACTIVE Configuration)
In this configuration, multiple servers carry out processing and function as the STANDBY system for each other.

Figure 1.3 HULFT in Bidirectional Standby Configuration
For details, refer to Chapter 3 Installation procedures and environment settings and Chapter 6 Operation example.
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1.2 Overview of the HULFT Clustering function
This section describes an overview of the HULFT Clustering function.
For details, refer to Chapter 2 HULFT Clustering function.

1.2.1

Functions that are required for the clustering applications

The HULFT Clustering function, which runs as an application in a clustering system, provides the following features:

(1) Fault tolerance (fault tolerance enhancement function for management information and logs)
If a failover occurs in a clustering environment, the processing is taken over by the STANDBY server. Here, the following
functions are required for the application:
l Terminating the application after the required data is saved to the shared disk
l Saving data to the disk regularly
l Automatically restoring damaged files (*1)
*1 : Applicable when a part of the file that the application is updating is damaged due to the cause or timing of the failover

The HULFT Clustering function provides the above fault-tolerance functions for management information files and log files.

(2) Startup mechanism (Start Synchronization function)
The application runs on the clustering software that manages the clustering system. Therefore, the application must
provide a mechanism that allows the clustering software to start the application. The following functions are required as a
mechanism for starting the application:
l Waiting until the monitored process starts successfully (to start synchronization)
l Keeping the started process alive until the application is terminated (*1)
*1 : Applicable to the clustering software that confirms the heartbeat of a started process

The HULFT Clustering function provides a mechanism that allows the clustering software to start HULFT.

(3) Monitoring mechanism (heartbeat check function)
A mechanism is required for allowing the clustering software to monitor the heartbeat of the application.
Although it is possible to simply check the existence of the process with the process ID, the HULFT Clustering function
provides a mechanism that allows to make a direct inquiry to HULFT to determine whether an operable process surely
exists.

(4) Stop mechanism (termination synchronization function)
If an error occurs in a monitored application, the processing that currently runs on the ACTIVE server is stopped. After that,
a failover occurs and the processing is taken over by the STANDBY server.
If the processing on the ACTIVE server cannot be successfully stopped, the application must be forcibly terminated. In that
case, the data that is managed by the application may be damaged. Therefore, a mechanism for properly and successfully
stopping all processes immediately is indispensable.
In addition, if the mechanism does not wait for the monitored process to end (in other words, does not synchronize with
the process), the shared disk may be forcibly unmounted during disk access.
The HULFT Clustering function provides a mechanism to ensure that HULFT synchronizes with monitored processes when
being stopped.
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1.2.2

Functions that are required for HULFT with the clustering function

The HULFT Clustering function includes the following features with which you can improve the availability of the HULFT system
that runs in a clustering system.

(1) Auto resending after failover
In a high availability system, if a failover occurs while sending or receiving, the data transfer processing must be
automatically restarted after the failover.
If an error occurs while transferring data after a failover, the HULFT Clustering function can carry out auto resending after
the failover (on the sending side and on the receiving side).

(2) Dynamic loading of the System Environment Settings (inquiry and restoration functions for
the System Environment Settings)
Setting values can be changed without stopping the daemons and processes of HULFT.
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This section describes the HULFT Clustering function.
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2.1 Enhanced fault tolerance function for management information

2.1 Enhanced fault tolerance function for management information
2.1.1

Management information duplication

The HULFT Clustering function duplicates the management information files that are to be used.
When a failover occurs during an update (registering, changing, or deleting) of the Management Information file, the HULFT
Clustering function carries out a recovery when HULFT restarts. This enables HULFT to restart even if the Management
Information file is damaged.
= Remarks =
For the file types and file names of the management information files that are duplicated, refer to Administration Manual.
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2.2 Start Synchronization function
By using the Start Synchronization function of the HULFT Clustering function, you can confirm that the HULFT daemons are
started and running as a resident process on the machines.
The two modes of the Start Synchronization function are as follows:
l Start synchronization mode
In this mode, the clustering software checks whether the daemon is successfully started and properly initiated as a
resident process. The check is performed only once at a time.
l Heartbeat mode
In this mode, the clustering software monitors whether the daemon is started and running as a resident process on
the machine. The monitoring continues until the daemon terminates.
The mode to be used for starting the daemons depends on the type of clustering software and the operation policy.
The Start synchronization commands are provided as utilities exclusive to the HULFT Clustering environment to specify which
mode to start the daemons with.
For details, refer to Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities.

2.2.1

Start synchronization mode

This mode confirms that the daemon started successfully.
The flow of the daemon startup in Start Synchronization mode is explained in Figure 2.1 .

Figure 2.1 Start Synchronization (Start Synchronization Mode)
1) Running of the start synchronization command
The start synchronization command for each daemon issues a daemon start request to the corresponding daemon.
2) Daemon startup
The daemon starts.
3) Notification of daemon startup
After each of the daemons starts up, the start synchronization command for the daemon is notified of the result and then the
command terminates.
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2.2.2

Heartbeat mode

In this mode, the command monitors whether the daemon is successfully started and running as a resident process. The
monitoring continues until the end of the daemon.
The startup flow of a daemon in Heartbeat mode is explained in Figure 2.2 .

Figure 2.2 Start Synchronization (Heartbeat Mode)
1) Running of the start synchronization command
The start synchronization command for each daemon issues a daemon start request to the corresponding daemon.
2) Daemon startup
The daemon starts.
3) Daemon termination
The daemon accepts the termination request and then terminates.
4) Notification of daemon termination
After each of the daemons terminates, the start synchronization command for the daemon is notified of the result and then
the command terminates.
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2.3 Heartbeat check function
The HULFT Clustering function can check whether the HULFT Send daemon, Receive daemon, and Observe daemon are all
running successfully.
The heartbeat check function is used depending on the type of the clustering software and its operational requirements.
This function can be executed with the Heartbeat commands which are utilities exclusive to the HULFT Clustering function.
For details, refer to Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities.

Figure 2.3 Heartbeat Check
1) Running of the heartbeat command
Each Daemon Heartbeat command issues a heartbeat check request to the corresponding daemon.
2) Notification of the daemon heartbeat check result
If the daemons are running successfully, the Daemon Heartbeat Check commands return '0.' If the daemons are not running
successfully, the commands return a code other than '0.'
= Remarks =
For details on the codes that are returned by the commands, refer to Error Codes and Messages.
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2.4 Termination Synchronization function
When the clustering software performs failover processing, it issues a signal to forcibly stop the monitored processes that are
not completed. However, a process that is forcibly stopped cannot perform successful termination processing. Therefore, if the
process was in the middle of accessing a resource, an inconsistency may occur in the system file.
The HULFT Clustering function includes the termination synchronization feature to terminate the daemon successfully when a
failover such as the above occurs. The two modes of the termination synchronization function are as follows:
l Process Synchronization mode
This mode waits until the currently running HULFT processes are complete and then terminates the daemon
successfully.
l Forced Stop mode
Even if a process is currently running, this mode forcibly stops the process and then terminates the daemon
successfully.
The mode to be used to terminate the daemons depends on the type of clustering software and the operation policy.
To select the mode, specify the Termination synchronization commands with the corresponding parameter. The Termination
synchronization commands are utilities exclusive to the HULFT Clustering function.
For details, refer to Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities.

2.4.1

Process synchronization mode

If a process is currently running, the daemon terminates after the process is complete.
The flow of the termination of daemons in Process Synchronization mode is explained in Figure 2.4 .

Figure 2.4 Termination Synchronization (Process Synchronization Mode)
1) Running of the termination synchronization command
Each daemon's termination synchronization command issues a termination request to the corresponding daemon.
2) Completion of processing
If a process is running when a daemon termination request is accepted, the command waits until the processing is completed.
3) Recording of log information
Each process writes the processing result to a log file after the processing is completed.
4) Termination of processes and daemons
After all processes end, the daemon is then terminated.
5) Notification of daemon termination
After the daemon is terminated, the daemon termination synchronization command is notified of the result.
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Note
After the Process Synchronization mode is activated, the types of processing that can be requested until the daemon is
terminated are as follows:
l Send
o Forced Stop request (hulclustersnd -stop -f)
o Send Cancelation command (utlscan)
o Unsent Status Queue Modification command (utlschange)
o Resend Queue List Deletion command (utlresendrm)
o Send Status Display command (utlsdisp)
l Receive
o Forced Stop request (hulclusterrcv -stop -f)
o Receive Cancelation command (utlrcan)
o Receive Status Display command (utlrdisp)
l Observe
o Forced Stop request (hulclusterobs -stop -f)
Requests other than the above may be refused or ignored.
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2.4.2

Forced stop mode

Instead of waiting for the completion of the processing, this mode immediately and forcibly terminates processes and daemons.
The flow of the daemon termination processing in Forced Stop mode is explained in Figure 2.5 .

Figure 2.5 Termination Synchronization (Forced Stop Mode)
1) Running of the termination synchronization command
Each daemon's termination synchronization command issues a termination request to the corresponding daemon.
2) Forced stop of each process
When a daemon termination request is acknowledged, even if a process is currently running, it is forcibly terminated.
3) Recording of log information
When a process acknowledges the forced stop request, it writes the processing result to a log file. The processing result shows
an unsuccessful termination due to a forced stop request.
= Remarks =
If a process is terminated unsuccessfully due to a forced stop request, the status code of each process in the log file is as
follows:
l When the Send daemon is forcibly stopped, 590.
l When the Receive daemon is forcibly stopped, 591.
l When the Observe daemon is forcibly stopped, 592.
For details, refer to Error Codes and Messages.
4) Forced stop of processes and daemons
After all processes stop, the daemon is then forcibly stopped.
5) Notification of daemon termination
After the daemon is terminated, the daemon termination synchronization command is notified of the result.
= Remarks =
For a daemon (waiting for the process to end) that received a termination request in Forced Stop mode, if a termination
request is also issued in Process Synchronization mode, the daemon will terminate in Forced Stop mode.

Note
Even if the Unsuccessful Job is set for the transfer that terminated unsuccessfully due to a forced termination request, the job
will not be executed. However, the Unsuccessful Job on the remote host will be executed.
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2.5 Auto resending after a failover
2.5.1

Auto resending after a failover (on the sending side)

If a failover occurs while sending (data transfer), auto resending can be carried out from the switched STANDBY node. If the
failover occurs on the sending side, auto resending (on the sending side) is carried out only when the sending is terminated
unsuccessfully by the termination synchronization function (in Forced Stop mode).

Note
l

l

l

590-000 is the error code of HULFT on the sending side for which the auto resending (on the sending side) is carried
out after the failover.
To suppress the auto resending after failover (on the sending side), specify the '--noautoretry' parameter when
starting the Send daemon. For details on the startup method of the HULFT systems, refer to Operation Manual.
Auto resending is not carried out for error code 590-271 of HULFT on the sending side.
HULFT on the sending side is forcibly stopped during the termination processing. The data transfer finished but the
sending was not completed.

Figure 2.6 Auto Resending After Failover (on Sending Side)
1) Error Detection
The clustering software detects an error in a cluster (or within the group where a failover occurs).
2) Forced stop of the Send daemon
HULFT on the sending side (ACTIVE node) stops the currently running Send process by using the termination synchronization
function (in Forced Stop mode) and then stops the Send daemon.
3) Failover
The processing is taken over by the STANDBY node from the ACTIVE node.
4) Send daemon startup
The Start Synchronization function starts the Send daemon on the node that has taken over the operation.
5) Auto resending after failover (on the sending side)
In order to restart the file transfer processing that was forcibly stopped in 2) , HULFT on the sending side generates a new
Send process and connects to HULFT on the receiving side to carry out an auto resending (on the sending side).
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2.5.2

Auto resending after a failover (on the receiving side)

If a failover occurs while receiving (data transfer), an auto resending is carried out on the STANDBY node that takes over the
operation.
HULFT on the sending side is notified that an auto resending (on the receiving side) should be carried out. If the failover occurs
on the receiving side, an auto resending (on the receiving side) is carried out only when the Receive process is terminated
unsuccessfully by the termination synchronization function (in Forced Stop mode).
= Remarks =
l 591-000 is the error code of HULFT on the receiving side for which the auto resending (on the receiving side) is
carried out after the failover.
l For details on HULFT on the sending side that supports auto resending after a failover (on the receiving side), refer to
5.4.2 Notes on auto resending after a failover (receiving side).

Figure 2.7 Auto Resending After Failover (on Receiving Side)
1) Error Detection
The clustering software detects an error in a cluster (or within the group where a failover occurs).
2) Forced stop of the Receive daemon
HULFT on the receiving side (ACTIVE node) stops the process while receiving by using the termination synchronization
function (in Forced Stop mode), and then stops the Receive daemon.
3) Notification to HULFT on the sending side
HULFT on the receiving side notifies HULFT on the sending side that the processing has been terminated in Forced Stop mode
due to an error and disconnects the connection from HULFT on the sending side.
4) Failover
The processing is taken over by the STANDBY node from the ACTIVE node.
5) Receive daemon startup
The Start Synchronization function starts the Receive daemon on the node that has taken over the operation.
6) Connection to HULFT on the receiving side
HULFT on the sending side connects to HULFT on the receiving side (STANDBY node) after the time that is set for Connect
Retry Interval (retrytime) in the System Environment Settings expires and then carries out a file transfer (auto resending (on
the receiving side)).
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7) Auto resending after failover (on the receiving side)
If an auto resending is carried out from HULFT on the sending side, HULFT on the receiving side carries out receiving after a
failover occurs.
HULFT on the sending side repeats steps 1) through 6) the number of times set for Auto Resend Retry Count (sockerr_
autoretry) in the System Environment Settings.
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2.6 Inquiry function and restoration function for the System Environment
Settings
2.6.1

Hulenv Inquiry function

With this function, you can check the current values specified in the System Environment Settings (also called 'hulenv') for the
daemons currently running.
The Hulenv Inquiry function can be executed with the Hulenv inquiry commands which are utilities exclusive to the HULFT
Clustering function.
For details on the procedure, refer to Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities.

2.6.2

Hulenv Restore function

If an application running in a clustering environment is targeted by the heartbeat check function, restarting the application
causes a failover. For a HULFT system that does not have the clustering function, the values specified in the System Environment
Settings become effective when the daemon starts up. Therefore, the setting values cannot be changed once the clustering
system is put into operation.
With this function, you can change the values specified in the System Environment Settings and apply them to daemons
currently running.
You can change the System Environment Settings by using the Hulenv restore commands which are utilities exclusive to the
HULFT Clustering function.
For details on the procedure, refer to Chapter 4 HULFT Clustering function utilities.
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3.1 Before installation of the HULFT Clustering function

3.1 Before installation of the HULFT Clustering function
This section explains the environment and the equipment required for the installation of the HULFT Clustering function in a
clustering system.
For details on the environment requirements for the installation of HULFT, refer to Installation Manual.

3.1.1

System requirements for the HULFT Clustering function

(1) Environment Requirements
The HULFT Clustering function works on clustering software that manages a failover clustering system.
To configure the clustering system, the following additional hardware is required:
l A disk array device that can connect to both nodes and can be used as a disk
l A LAN (for heartbeat) that can connect to both nodes for mutual monitoring, and additional hardware such as LAN
cards
The clustering software must work properly in the hardware environment that the clustering software supports.

Figure 3.1 Example Clustering Environment Configuration

Note
Do not use an NFS-mounted disk with HULFT. Use a disk that is mounted locally.
In addition, the IP address resource, the host name resource, and the shared disk resource must meet all of the following
conditions:
l Set as a single group on the clustering software
l Can be referenced by each node on which HULFT operates
l Can be used by each node on which HULFT operates
The exact name differs depending on the clustering software. If you operate HULFT in bidirectional standby configuration,
the following resources must be set for each group:
l Virtual IP address
l Virtual host name
l Shared disk or mirror disk

(2) Operational Configurations
The HULFT Clustering function is capable of operating in both the unidirectional standby configuration (ACTIVE-STANDBY)
and the bidirectional standby configuration (ACTIVE-ACTIVE) on a failover clustering system and operates in both the
ACTIVE server and the STANDBY server.
For unidirectional standby configurations, a single instance of HULFT operates in the clustering system.
For bidirectional standby configurations, multiple instances of HULFT operate in the clustering system and the failover
group for each instance must be registered as a separate service in the clustering software. Multiple instances of HULFT
operate on a single node.
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3.1.2

Host names in the clustering system

With the HULFT Clustering function, it is necessary to set Local Host Name (myhostname) in the System Environment Settings to
the host name linked to the virtual IP address (virtual host name).
For the virtual host name and settings, check the clustering software settings.

3.1.3

Clustering system and remote host connection

The remote host must be able to communicate with the local host using the local host name of HULFT. Register the virtual IP
address and linked local host name of HULFT to the DNS or the 'hosts' file so that the virtual IP address can be looked up using
the local host name. This allows HULFT access via the same IP address (virtual IP address) and host name (virtual host name)
even in the event of a failover.
<Setting example>
Local Host Name for HULFT : uxcluster
Virtual IP address
: 172.16.10.10
ACTIVE server
Node name
: uxcluster1
Actual IP address
: 172.16.10.11
STANDBY server
Node name
: uxcluster2
Actual IP address
: 172.16.10.12

Figure 3.2 Example Configuration of Host Name and IP Address
<Example of remote side 'hosts' file>
172.16.10.10

uxcluster

Note
The actual IP address or node name may be displayed in a log or in the console logs of the remote host. However, this
does not cause abnormal behavior with HULFT.
For methods to prevent this phenomenon, refer to 5.6 Notes on connecting from HULFT in a clustering environment.
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3.2 Installation procedures
This section explains the procedures for the installation of the HULFT Clustering function in a clustering system.
For details on the HULFT installation procedures, refer to Installation Manual.

3.2.1

Determination of installation destination for HULFT

Determine the operating environment of HULFT in the clustering environment.
Specify the respective local disks of the nodes for the HULFT execution module storage directory (HULEXEP). At this time the
directory that is specified for HULEXEP must be identical on both nodes.
Specify a directory on a shared disk or a mirror disk for the environment settings file storage directory (HULPATH). This enables
the environment to be taken over even if the node is switched during a failover.

Figure 3.3 Example Installation Destination for HULFT Clustering Function
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3.2.2

Installation of the HULFT Clustering function

In order to use the HULFT Clustering function, install HULFT in both the ACTIVE server and the STANDBY server.
Installation procedures vary depending on the type of installation.
To install HULFT on the ACTIVE node, install the execution module (HULEXEP) in the local disk and install the environment
settings files (HULPATH) in the shared disk that is being mounted.
When installing HULFT on the STANDBY node, install only the execution module. For shared disks that are not mounted, do not
install the environment settings files.
Install HULFT in each node using the HULFT installer by following the three types of installation procedures.
This explanation of the operation configuration uses the unidirectional standby configuration as an example. The unidirectional
standby configuration requires one installation per node, whereas the bidirectional standby configuration requires one
installation per HULFT to be run.
For details on the installation method, refer to Installation Manual.

(1) New Installation Procedure
This section explains the procedure for a new installation of the HULFT Clustering function.
This procedure is applicable to the installation of the following products:
l Trial version
l Product version
l Product version (Fixed Term License)
The installation procedure is as follows:

Figure 3.4 New Installation Procedure
1) Perform New Installation of HULFT on the ACTIVE node.
2) Perform New Installation of HULFT on the STANDBY node.
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(2) Standard Update Installation Procedure
This section explains the procedure for stopping HULFT (daemon) and installing HULFT in the inherited environment.
This procedure is applicable for the following case:
l Version upgrade from HULFT that does not have the clustering function
The installation procedure is as follows:

Figure 3.5 Standard Update Installation Procedure
1) Stop the currently-running HULFT.
2) Perform Update Installation of HULFT on the ACTIVE node.
3) Perform Update Installation of HULFT on the STANDBY node.
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(3) Procedure for updating the cluster license
This section explains the procedure for installing HULFT and inheriting the existing environment without stopping the
currently operating HULFT (daemon).
This procedure is applicable for the following case:
l License update
The installation procedure is as follows:

Figure 3.6 Procedure for Updating Cluster Licenses
1) Update the license for the HULFT that is installed on the STANDBY node (or the node that is not mounted to the shared
disk).
2) Switch over to the other node.
3) Update the license of the HULFT that is installed on the STANDBY node from which you switched. Then return the node
to its original state.
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3.3 Editing the environment settings for the HULFT Clustering function
This section describes the environment settings for the HULFT Clustering function.
In addition to the basic environment settings of HULFT, the following System Environment Setting fields require attention:
l Pid File Generation Path (piddir)
Specify the local disk of each node. Do not specify shared disks or mirrored disks.
l Local Host Name (myhostname)
Specify the virtual host name.
For details on registering the necessary fields, see Installation Manual.

3.4 Starting the HULFT Clustering function
For details on starting HULFT in a clustering environment, refer to Installation Manual.

3.5 Communication test for the HULFT Clustering function
For details on communication testing for HULFT, see Installation Manual.

3.6 Stopping the HULFT Clustering function
For details on terminating HULFT in a clustering environment, see Installation Manual.
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4.1 Start Synchronization function
4.1.1

Start synchronization commands

To start a HULFT daemon in a clustering environment, execute the corresponding one of the following daemon start
synchronization commands. The commands use the same parameters.
Send Daemon Start Synchronization Command
hulclustersnd -start [-m] [-endwait] [-o hulsndd option]
Receive Daemon Start Synchronization Command
hulclusterrcv -start [-m] [-endwait] [-o hulrcvd option]
Observe Daemon Start Synchronization Command
hulclusterobs -start [-m] [-endwait] [-o hulobsd option]
Parameter explanation
-m
Display of messages (optional)
The command outputs messages.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the message of the argument check error.
-endwait
Heartbeat mode (optional)
The daemon is monitored from the time it is successfully started until it is terminated.
If you omit this parameter, the command starts the relevant daemon in Start Synchronization mode.
-o hulft-daemon option
Specification of optional parameters when a daemon starts (optional)
This parameter specifies the parameters that are used when a daemon starts.
Specify this parameter at the end of the command.
You can specify the following optional parameters (hulft-daemon option) when a daemon starts.
hulsndd option
[-d] [-c] [-l [list] |-s] [--noautoretry]
hulrcvd option
[-l [list] |-s]
hulobsd option
[-l list]
Remarks
For details on the startup method of the HULFT systems, refer to Operation Manual.
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4.1.2

Usage examples of start synchronization commands

(1) Example of daemon startup in Start Synchronization mode
hulclustersnd -start
hulclusterrcv -start
hulclusterobs -start

(Send daemon)
(Receive daemon)
(Observe daemon)

(2) Example of daemon startup in Heartbeat mode
The commands do not return a result until the relevant daemon is terminated.
hulclustersnd -start -endwait
hulclusterrcv -start -endwait
hulclusterobs -start -endwait

(Send daemon)
(Receive daemon)
(Observe daemon)

(3) Example of daemon startup in Start Synchronization mode for trace log outputs
hulclustersnd -start -o -l /mnt/share/hulft/hulsndlog
hulclusterrcv -start -o -l /mnt/share/hulft/hulrcvlog
hulclusterobs -start -o -l /mnt/share/hulft/hulobslog

(Send daemon)
(Receive daemon)
(Observe daemon)

(4) Example of Send daemon startup in Start Synchronization mode without carrying out auto
resending (on the sending side) after failover
hulclustersnd -start -o --noautoretry

(5) Example of running the start synchronization command to redirect messages
hulclustersnd -start -m >> /usr/local/hulft/log/clcmdlog
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4.2 Heartbeat check function
4.2.1

Heartbeat commands

To perform a heartbeat check on a HULFT daemon in a clustering environment, execute the Daemon Heartbeat command. If the
command terminates successfully, the daemon is operating normally. The following commands use the same parameters.
Send Daemon Heartbeat Command
hulclustersnd -status [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Receive Daemon Heartbeat Command
hulclusterrcv -status [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Observe Daemon Heartbeat Command
hulclusterobs -status [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Parameter explanation
-m
Display of messages (optional)
The command outputs messages.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the message of the argument check error.
-timeout timeout
Daemon response time-out (sec.) (optional)
Specify a value from '10' to '60.' When the specified time elapses, even if the daemon heartbeat check is not
completed, the command returns control. Note that in this case, the command does not return the result of
the heartbeat check.
If you omit this parameter, '10' is set.
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4.2.2

Usage examples of heartbeat commands

(1) Example of heartbeat check of the Send daemon (when alive)
# hulclustersnd -status -m
hulclustersnd: Alive.
# echo $?
0

(2) Example of heartbeat check of the Send daemon (when not alive)
# hulclustersnd -status -m
hulclustersnd: Socket connect error.
# echo $?
113

(3) Example of running the Heartbeat command to redirect messages
hulclustersnd -status -m >> /usr/local/hulft/log/clcmdlog
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4.3 Termination Synchronization function
4.3.1

Termination synchronization commands

To stop a HULFT daemon in a clustering environment, execute the daemon termination synchronization command. If the
command terminates successfully, the daemon terminates. The following commands use the same parameters.
Send Daemon Termination Synchronization Command
hulclustersnd -stop [-t|-f] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Receive Daemon Termination Synchronization Command
hulclusterrcv -stop [-t|-f] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Observe Daemon Termination Synchronization Command
hulclusterobs -stop [-t|-f] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Parameter explanation
-t
Process Synchronization mode (optional)
The command waits for all processing that is currently running to end. After all processes end, the command
terminates the daemon.
-f
Forced Stop mode (optional)
The command forcibly stops all processes that are currently running and terminates the daemon.
-m
Display of error messages (optional)
The command outputs error messages.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the message of the argument check error.
-timeout timeout
Daemon response time-out (sec.) (optional)
Specify a value from '10' to '3600.' When the specified time elapses, even if the daemon termination processing
is not completed (or the daemon termination is being requested), the command returns control. Note that in
this case, the command does not return the result of the daemon termination.
If you specify -t (Process Synchronization mode) and you omit this parameter, '300' is set.
If you specify -f (Forced Stop mode) and you omit this parameter, '10' is set.
Points to be noted
After you issue a termination request in Process Synchronization mode, if you issue a forced stop request while the
command is waiting for the processes to end, the command accepts the forced stop request and terminates the
daemon immediately.
Remarks
You cannot specify both '-t' and '-f' at the same time. If you omit both parameters, the command runs in Forced Stop
mode.
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4.3.2

Usage examples of termination synchronization commands

(1) Example of Send daemon termination after all transfers in progress are completed
The termination result of the daemon is not returned to the command until all Send processes are completed or 300
seconds have elapsed.
hulclustersnd -stop -t

(2) Example of a forced stop of the Send daemon, even if transfers are not yet completed
hulclustersnd -stop -f

(3) Example of startup of the termination synchronization command to redirect messages
hulclustersnd -stop -m >> /usr/local/hulft/log/clcmdlog
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4.4 Inquiry function and restoration function for the System Environment
Settings
4.4.1

Fields that can be inquired and restored

Table 4.1 shows the fields that can be inquired and restored for the Send daemon, the Receive daemon, and the Observe
daemon.

Table 4.1 List of Fields That Can Be Inquired and Restored
Field Name

Tag Name

Send

Receive

Observe

Start-up Settings
Work File Generation Path

tmpdir

-

I

-

Send Daemon Communication Method

sddrequestmethod

I

-

I

Command Acknowledge Port No.

sddport

I

-

I

Receive Port No.

rcvport

-

I

-

Observe Port No.

obsport

-

-

I

Send Process Multiplex Level

sndpsnum

IR

-

-

Receive Process Multiplex Level

rcvpsnum

-

IR

-

Pid File Generation Path

piddir

I

-

-

Code Set for Transfer

cs4trnsfr

I

I

I

Standard for Japanese

jistype

I

I

-

Tab Code Mode

tabchange

I

-

-

KEIS Em-size Space Mode

keisspmode

I

-

-

Use Custom Character Table

gaijifile

IR

IR

-

Handling of Unregistered Custom Characters

gaijierr

I

I

-

Code Conversion Mode

codechangemode

I

I

I

Instant Transfer Code Converting Side

insttranscodecnv

I

-

-

Pack Zone Conversion

pschg

I

I

-

Sign for ASCII

psascii

I

I

-

Sign for EBCDIC

psebcdic

I

I

-

X Type Conversion

xmode

I

I

-

Encryption Scheme

ciphertype

IR

IR

-

Receive Open Mode

rcvfilewait

-

I

-

Transfer Group Check

tgrpchk

-

IR

-

Dynamic Parameter Specification

dynparam

-

-

-

Message Dynamic Parameter Specification

msgdynparam

IR

IR

IR

Receive Multiplex Level Over Retry

rcvover_rty

IR

-

-

Send Transfer Error Recovery

enderrmode

I

-

-

Criteria to Delete Resend Queue

resenddel

IR

-

-

Receive File Max. Size

rcvmaxfilesize

-

IR

-

Local Host Name

myhostname

IR

-

-

Code Conversion Settings

Attribute Conversion Settings

Send and Receive Settings
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Field Name

Tag Name

Send

Receive

Observe

Communication Settings
Connect Retry Count

retrycnt

IR

-

-

Connect Retry Interval

retrytime

IR

-

-

Auto Resend Retry Count

sockerr_autoretry

IR

-

-

Socket Read Timeout

socktime

IR

IR

-

Socket Buffer Size for Data Sending

sndsocksize

IR

I

N/A

Socket Buffer Size for Data Receiving

rcvsocksize

IR

I

N/A

Observe Timeout

obssocktime

-

-

IR

IP Version

ipversion

IR

I

I

Framed Message Transfer Type

proctranstype

IR

IR

-

Management Screen Security

admcheck

-

-

-

Allow Send/Resend Request from Unregistered
Host

allowsndreq

-

-

IR

Allow Post-Receive Job Result Inquiry from
Unregistered Host

allowpostrjobrslt

-

-

IR

Allow Job Result Notification Request from
Unregistered Host

allowjobrsltntfy

-

-

IR

Allow Remote Job Execution Request from
Unregistered Host

allowrmtjobexe

-

-

IR

Allow Instant Transfer from Unregistered Host

allowinsttrans

-

IR

-

Password Check

passwdcheck

-

-

-

Operation Log Output Option

oplselect

IR

IR

IR

Operation Log Rotation Size

oplchangesize

IR

IR

IR

Operation Log Generations

oplgenerationcount

IR

IR

IR

HULFT Operation Language

hullang

I

I

I

Date Format

datefmt

I

I

I

Transfer Preference

ttmode

I

I

-

Result Handling of Receiving

ttrcvomit

I

-

-

Output Receive File

ttrcvfiloutput

-

I

-

Execute Pre-send Job

ttpresndjob

-

-

-

Execute Post-send Job

ttsndjob

I

-

-

Execute Post-receive Job

ttrcvjob

-

I

-

Output Results to Transfer Logs

ttsndrcvlog

I

I

-

Security Settings

Global Settings

Transfer Test Settings

Other Settings
Utility Timeout

utlwait

-

-

-

Job Timeout

jobwtimeout

- (*1)

IR

- (*1)

Log Rotation Record Count

logdelcount

- (*1)

- (*1)

- (*1)

Status Display Selection

statusdisplay

-

-

-

HULFT Identifier

hulcharacter

IR

IR

IR

Trace Output Version

tlogver

IR

IR

IR

Log Size Reduction Mode

logreduction

IR

IR

IR

Output to Trace Log

tracelog

IR

IR

IR

Output to System Log

syslog

IR

IR

IR

Trace Output File Size

tlogsize

IR

IR

IR

Trace Output File Name

tlogfile

IR

IR

IR

HULFT Script Port No.

hsport

I

I

-

Local File Lock Mode

localfile_lockmode

I

I

I

Path to Location for Cross-Product Sharing

hulsharepath

I

I

I

Settings for HULFT Cross-Product Sharing
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I

: Field that allows only an inquiry setting

IR

: Field that allows both an inquiry setting and a restoration setting

N/A : Field that does not allow an inquiry setting or a restoration setting
-

: Field that the daemon does not use

*1 : When the value of the field is used, the value is acquired from the System Environment Settings file ($HULPATH/hulenv.conf). The value
is not acquired when a daemon starts.
In a cluster configuration, by directly changing the System Environment Settings, you can reflect the changed value starting from the next
processing.
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4.4.2

Hulenv inquiry commands

To inquire the fields of the System Environment Settings that are used by the HULFT daemon, use the hulenv inquiry command
for each daemon.
Each of these commands outputs to the specified file the fields of the System Environment Settings that each daemon uses.
Send Hulenv Inquiry Command
hulclustersnd -query outfilename [-m] [-a] [-timeout timeout]
Receive Hulenv Inquiry Command
hulclusterrcv -query outfilename [-m] [-a] [-timeout timeout]
Observe Hulenv Inquiry Command
hulclusterobs -query outfilename [-m] [-a] [-timeout timeout]
Parameter explanation
outfilename
Inquiry result output file name (optional)
Specify an alphanumeric string within 256 bytes. For the file name, specify using the absolute path.
You cannot specify '-m,' '-a,' or '-timeout' for the file name in 'outfilename.'
The output format is the same as the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).
-m
Display of error messages (optional)
The command outputs error messages.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the message of the argument check error.
-a
Additional output only for fields that can be inquired (optional)
When you specify this parameter, in addition to the fields that can be both inquired and restored, the
command also outputs the fields that can only be inquired in the specified file.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the fields that can be both inquired and restored.
-timeout timeout
Daemon response time-out (sec.) (optional)
Specify a value from '10' to '3600.' When the specified time elapses, even if the inquiry processing for the
daemon is not completed, the command returns control. Note that in this case, the command does not return
the result of the System Environment Settings inquiry processing.
If you omit this parameter, '10' is set.
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4.4.3

Hulenv restore commands

To restore the fields of the System Environment Settings (also called 'hulenv') that are used by HULFT daemons, use the hulenv
restore commands for each daemon.
Each of these commands acquires from the specified file the fields of the System Environment Settings that each daemon uses.
Send Hulenv Restore command
hulclustersnd -set [-f infilename] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Receive Hulenv Restore command
hulclusterrcv -set [-f infilename] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Observe Hulenv Restore command
hulclusterobs -set [-f infilename] [-m] [-timeout timeout]
Parameter explanation
-f infilename
Restoration file name (optional)
Specify an alphanumeric string within 256 bytes. For the file name, specify using the absolute path.
You cannot specify '-m' or '-timeout' for the file name in 'infilename.'
If you omit this parameter, the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf) is used.

Note
If you restore the settings by specifying '-f infilename,' the setting values that you restore are not reflected
in the System Environment Settings file (hulenv.conf).
After the daemon is restarted or a failover occurs, the setting values that you changed return to their
original values.
-m
Display of error messages (optional)
The command outputs error messages.
If you omit this parameter, the command outputs only the message of the argument check error.
-timeout timeout
Send daemon response time-out (sec.) (optional)
Specify a value from '10' to '3600.' When the specified time elapses, even if the restoration processing for the
Send daemon is not completed, the command returns control. Note that in this case, the command does not
return the result of the System Environment Settings restoration processing.
If you omit this parameter, '10' is set.
Points to be noted
If you started the daemon with arguments, you can change the values by reconfiguring (restoring) the values. Restore
the values carefully to prevent unintentional changes in the values used by the active daemon.
Remarks
l

l

If you specify "1" for any message level (I, W, E) in Output to Trace Log (tracelog), you must restore the
setting for Trace Output File Name (tlogfile).
Even if the restoration file contains a field that cannot be restored, no error occurs. In this case, only the fields
that can be restored are used.
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4.4.4

Usage examples of the inquiry commands and the restoration commands for
the System Environment Settings

This section describes the settings for changing Send Process Multiplex Level (sndpsnum) from '10' to '5' as usage examples of
the commands.

(1) Example of changing settings temporarily (available only for active daemons)
The following procedure shows how to inquire for settings, edit the inquiry result file, and restore the settings.
1. Use an inquiry command to acquire fields and setting values that can be inquired and restored for a Send daemon
in '/tmp/envfile.'
# hulclustersnd -query /tmp/envfile -m -a
2. Use vi or another editor to edit '/tmp/envfile' and change the setting value of the field to be restored.
# vi /tmp/envfile
# hulsnddd system environmental setting
# by hulclustersnd query option
# 2015/12/12 16:57:09.061
sndpsnum = 5
<- Change Send Process Multiplex Level (sndpsnum) to '5'
#cs4trnsfr query only
cs4trnsfr = E
#jistype query only
jistype = 83
:
:
:
3. Use the restoration command to reflect the changed setting value in the Send daemon.
The changed values reset to their originally set values when the daemon is restarted or a failover occurs.
# hulclustersnd -set -f /tmp/envfile -m

(2) Example of changing settings permanently (available for both active daemons and daemons
that are started later on)
The following procedure shows how to edit the System Environment Settings file ($HULPATH/hulenv.conf) and restore the
setting.
1. On the Management Console, change Send Process Multiplex Level (sndpsnum) in the System Environment
Settings to '5.'
2. Use the restoration command to reflect the changed setting value in the Send daemon.
# hulclustersnd -set -m
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5.1 Restrictions on operation of the HULFT Clustering function
When operating the HULFT Clustering function in a cluster system, make note of the following restrictions and points on HULFT.

5.1.1

Storage destinations used in HULFT for files and jobs to be executed

(1) Send Files and Receive Files
Specify a shared disk that both nodes can access as the storage destination where sending and receiving is carried out for
files.

(2) Logs output by daemons (trace and message logs)
For the output destination of the log files (trace log and message log) that is specified when the daemon is started, specify
a shared disk that both nodes can access.

(3) Startup Job
Store the Pre-send Job, the Post-send Job, and the Post-receive Job on a shared disk that both nodes can access.
Alternatively, store the jobs in the local disk of each server by specifying the path so that each node can access its own
local environment by using the same absolute path.

(4) Issuance of HULFT requests
When requests such as the Send File or the Send Request are carried out from a business application, the HULFT operation
commands and utilities need to issue those requests on the node that operates HULFT.
Set the business application that issues requests in the same failover group as HULFT.

5.1.2

Points to be noted during an unexpected failover

The notes for when a sudden power failure or an unexpected failover occurs are explained below.

(1) Log Files
Note that, depending on the timing of the failover, the log files may not be output even if the Send processing or the
Receive processing has been completed.
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5.2 Behavior of the daemons when a termination synchronization request is
issued
5.2.1

Behavior when acknowledging a Send daemon termination synchronization
request

The behavior of the Send daemon when a termination synchronization request is issued varies depending on the status of the
daemon.
The Send daemon immediately terminates in both Process Synchronization mode and Forced Stop mode if the Send processing
is not in progress.
If the Send daemon is carrying out the Send processing or interacting with the receiving side, the behavior of the daemon when
a termination synchronization request is acknowledged is different in Process Synchronization mode and in Forced Stop mode.
The differences in behavior for Process Synchronization mode and Forced Stop mode are explained in Table 5.1 .

Table 5.1 Behavior of Send Daemon When Termination Synchronization Request Is Acknowledged (Processing Is
in Progress)
Process Synchronization Mode
Sending Side
Status

Receiving Side
Termination Procedure
Status
of Send Daemon

Sending Side
Processing
after Send Daemon Is
Terminated

Forced Stop Mode
Termination Procedure
of Send Daemon

Sending Side
Processing
after Send Daemon Is
Terminated

In Send Queue

-

Deletes the records in
the Send Queue and
then terminates

-

Keeps the records in
the Send Queue and
then terminates

-

In Resend
Queue

-

Keeps the records in
the Resend Queue and
then terminates

-

Keeps the records in
the Resend Queue and
then terminates

-

-

Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
terminates immediately

The Job is executed
Does not wait for the
asynchronously with the
Job to complete and
termination of the
terminates immediately
daemon (*2)

The job execution is not
completed and the
transfer is not carried
out

Receiving
(Transferring)

Waits until the transfer
is complete and then
terminates

Executes Successful Job
or Unsuccessful Job
depending on the
transfer result

Forcibly stops the
transfer and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
590 to the Send Log and
terminates
unsuccessfully (*3)

CSV Interface
Processing

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

-

Forcibly stops the
Sending processing and
then terminates

Outputs the error code
590-271 to the Send
Log and terminates
unsuccessfully (*4)

Executing
Successful Job
on Receiving
Side
(Notification 'J')

Waits until the Job is
complete and then
terminates

-

Forcibly stops the
Sending processing and
then terminates

Outputs the error code
590-271 to the Send
Log and terminates
unsuccessfully (*4)

Executing Presend Job (*1)

Sending

Executing
Successful Job
on Sending
Side
Executing
Unsuccessful
Job on Sending
Side

-

Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
terminates immediately

The Job is executed
asynchronously with the Forcibly stops the Job
termination of the
and then terminates
daemon (*2)

-

Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
terminates immediately

The Job is executed
asynchronously with the Forcibly stops the Job
termination of the
and then terminates
daemon (*2)
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Process Synchronization Mode
Sending Side
Status

Connecting or
Standby

In Auto Resend
Queue

Forced Stop Mode

Sending Side
Processing
after Send Daemon Is
Terminated

Termination Procedure
of Send Daemon

Sending Side
Processing
after Send Daemon Is
Terminated

-

Waits until the retries
for receiving are
complete and then
terminates

-

Forcibly stops the
connection with the
receiving side and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
590 to the Send Log and
terminates
unsuccessfully (*3)

-

Waits until the retries
for receiving are
complete and then
terminates

-

Deletes the records in
The deleted records are
the Auto Resend Queue placed in the Resend
and then terminates
Queue

Receiving Side
Termination Procedure
Status
of Send Daemon

-

Executing
Successful Job Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
on Receiving
terminates immediately
Side
(Notification 'T')

-

Executing
Unsuccessful
Job on
Receiving Side

The Job is executed
Does not wait for the
asynchronously with the
Job to complete and
termination of the
terminates immediately
daemon (*2)

-

-

The job runs until it is
completed

-

-

- : Not applicable
*1 : The Pre-send Job is executed asynchronously with the Send daemon. This is because the job for the Send File is executed by the Send
File command (utlsend), but the job for the Send Request is executed by the Observe process.
*2 : After the daemon is terminated, if a failover occurs while an asynchronous Job is being executed, the job may be stopped by the
clustering software before the job is completed.
*3 : If error code 590-000 is output to the Send Log, auto resending (on the sending side) is carried out after a failover.
*4 : If error code 590-271 is output to the Send Log, auto resending (on the sending side) is not carried out because the transfer of the Send
files has completed.
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5.2.2

Behavior when acknowledging a Receive daemon termination synchronization
request

When a termination synchronization request is issued to the Receive daemon, the daemons immediately terminate in both
Process Synchronization mode and in Forced Stop mode as long as the Receive processing is not in progress.
However, when the Receive daemon is carrying out the Receive processing, the behavior of the daemon when a termination
synchronization request is acknowledged is different in Process Synchronization mode and in Forced Stop mode.
Details of the behaviors are described in Table 5.2 .

Table 5.2 Behavior of Receive Daemon When Termination Synchronization Request Is Acknowledged (Processing
Is in Progress)
Process Synchronization Mode
Sending Side
Status

Receiving Side
Termination Procedure
Status
of Receive Daemon

Forced Stop Mode

Receiving Side
Processing after
Receive Daemon Is
Terminated

Termination Procedure
of Receive Daemon

Receiving Side
Processing after
Receive Daemon Is
Terminated

In Send Queue

-

-

-

-

-

In Resend
Queue

-

-

-

-

-

Executing Presend Job

-

-

-

-

-

Receiving
(Transferring)

Waits until the transfer
is complete and then
terminates

Executes Successful Job
or Unsuccessful Job
depending on the
transfer result

Forcibly stops the
transfer and then
terminates

Outputs 591 to the
Receive Log and
terminates
unsuccessfully (*2)

CSV Interface
Processing

Waits until the CSV
Interface processing is
complete and then
terminates

Executes Successful Job
or Unsuccessful Job
depending on the
transfer result

Forcibly stops the CSV
Interface processing
and then terminates

Outputs 591 to the
Receive log and
terminates
unsuccessfully (*2)

Executing
Successful Job
on Receiving
Side
(Notification 'J')

Waits until the Job is
complete and then
terminates

-

Forcibly stops the Job
and then terminates

Outputs 591 to the
Receive log and
terminates
unsuccessfully (*2)

Sending

Executing
Successful Job
on Sending
Side

-

-

-

-

-

Executing
Unsuccessful
Job on Sending
Side

-

-

-

-

-

Connecting or
Standby

-

-

-

-

-

In Auto Resend
Queue

-

-

-

-

-

-

Executing
Successful Job Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
on Receiving
terminates immediately
Side
(Notification 'T')

The Job is executed
asynchronously with the Forcibly stops the Job
termination of the
and then terminates
daemon (*1)

-

Executing
Unsuccessful
Job on
Receiving Side

The Job is executed
asynchronously with the Forcibly stops the Job
termination of the
and then terminates
daemon (*1)

Does not wait for the
Job to complete and
terminates immediately
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- : Not applicable
*1 : After the daemon is terminated, if a failover occurs while an asynchronous Job is being executed, the job may be stopped by the
clustering software before the job is completed.
To terminate the Receive daemon after the post-receive Successful Job is completed, specify 'J' for Notification (JOBWAIT).
*2 : If error code 591-000 is output to the Receive Log, auto resending is carried out after a failover (on the receiving side).
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5.2.3

Behavior when acknowledging an Observe daemon termination
synchronization request

When a termination synchronization request is issued to the Observe daemon, the daemon is immediately terminated in both
Process Synchronization mode and in Forced Stop mode as long as the daemon is not carrying out an Observe processing
instance.
However, if the Observe daemon is carrying out an Observe processing instance, the behavior of the daemon when a
termination synchronization request is acknowledged is different in Process Synchronization mode and in Forced Stop mode.
Details of the behaviors are described in Table 5.3 .

Table 5.3 Behavior of Observe Daemon When Termination Synchronization Request Is Acknowledged
(Processing Is in Progress)
Process Synchronization Mode
Requestee-side Status

Forced Stop Mode

Requestee-side
Requestee-side
Termination Procedure
Processing
Termination Procedure
Processing
of Observe Daemon after Observe Daemon
of Observe Daemon
after Observe Daemon
Is Terminated
Is Terminated

-

Forcibly stops the
processing and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

Executes Successful Job
or Unsuccessful Job
depending on the
transfer result

Forcibly stops the
processing and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Job Execution Result
Notification
(HULSNDRC)

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

Executes Successful Job
or Unsuccessful Job
depending on the
transfer result

Forcibly stops the
processing and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Remote Job Execution
(HULRJOB)

Does not wait for the
processing (Job) to
complete and
terminates immediately

The Job is executed
Forcibly stops the Job
asynchronously with the
(processing) and then
termination of the
terminates
daemon (*1)

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Remote Job Execution
(with Synchronous Transfer
Specified)
(HULRJOB)

Waits until the
processing (Job) is
complete and then
terminates

-

Forcibly stops the Job
(processing) and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Post-receive Job Result
Notification
(HULJOB)

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

-

Forcibly stops the
processing and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Connection to HULFT
Manager
(HULADMIN)

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

-

Forcibly stops the
processing and then
terminates

Outputs the error code
592 to the Observe Log
and terminates
unsuccessfully

During Send Request
Acknowledge
(SEND)

Waits until the
processing is complete
and then terminates

During Resend Request
Acknowledge
(RESEND)

- : Not applicable
*1 : After the daemon is terminated, if a failover occurs while an asynchronous Job is being executed, the job may be stopped by the
clustering software before the job is completed.
To end the Observe daemon after the Remote Job is completed, execute the Remote Job in synchronous mode.
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5.3 About management information duplication
5.3.1

Name of the duplicated management information files

In the HULFT Clustering function, the main and sub management information files are created under $HULPATH.
The main management information files are named conventionally (refer to Administration Manual).
Table 5.4 shows the names of the System Environment Settings files as examples of the main and sub management information
files.

Table 5.4 Examples names of duplicated management information files
File Name

Description

hulenv.conf

Main files for management information (data)

hulenv.bk.conf

Sub files for management information (data)
When an error exists in the main file, this file is referenced.

Work files for the main files
hulenv.conf.updating.master These files are generated when the main files are being edited and are then deleted when the editing is
successfully completed.
Work files for the sub files
hulenv.conf.updating.backup These files are generated when sub files are being edited and are then deleted when the editing is
completed.
.#hulenv.conf.lock

Management information lock files
Only a process that has acquired the lock on this file can change the management information file.
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5.4 Points to note on auto resending after a failover
5.4.1

Notes on auto resending after a failover (sending side)

(1) Exit code for which auto resending (sending side) is carried out
Error code 590-000 of the Send Log signifies that HULFT will carry out auto resending (on the sending side) after a failover.
Even if there are multiple records in the Resend Queue, auto resending (on the sending side) is carried out for those with
this error code only.

(2) Sending method for auto resending (sending side)
Auto resending (on the sending side) is always carried out as the Checkpoint Resend File.
To carry out resending from the beginning of the file, use the following method:
1. Specify the '--noautoretry' parameter which suppresses auto resending after a failover when starting up the Send
daemon.
2. Manually run 'utlsend -r [hostname] [fileID] -np'.

(3) Records in Send Queue when the Send daemon is forcibly stopped
When the Send daemon is forcibly stopped in Forced Stop mode, the records in the Send Queue are left in the unsent state.
Therefore, the next time the daemon starts up, auto resending is performed for all the records in the Send Queue.
In order to prevent auto resending the records in the Send Queue, specify the '-d' parameter which clears information on
the Send Control files when the Send daemon is started.

(4) Sending order for records in the Resend Queue and Unsent Status Queue
When records in the Resend Queue and in the Unsent Status Queue that are targets for auto resending (on the sending
side) exist, the records in the Resend Queue are given priority.
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5.4.2

Notes on auto resending after a failover (receiving side)

(1) Auto resending conditions after failover (receiving side)
Auto resending (on the receiving side) is performed after a failover when all of the following conditions are met:
Status code 591 is output to the Receive Log
The host on the sending side is HULFT Ver.6 or higher, and the conditions in Table 5.5 are satisfied

Table 5.5 Conditions for HULFT on Sending Side When
Auto Resending After Failover (Receiving Side)
OS for HULFT on Sending Side

Exit Code
Status Code

Detail Code

UNIX/Linux

250

591

Windows

450

591

Mainframe

16

591

IBM i

700

591

Note
Depending on the operating system and the revision of HULFT on the sending side, auto resending after a failover
(on the receiving side) may not be supported even for HULFT Ver.6 or higher. For the target versions and revisions,
refer to Administration Manual.
Auto Resend Retry Count (*1) on the sending side is set to a value greater than '0'
*1 : Auto Resend Retry Count (sockerr_autoretry) specifies the number of attempts to carry out auto resending in the event of an
error. This count consists of the number of auto resending attempts in response to a network error and the number of auto
resending attempts in response to the occurrence of a failover on the receiving side.

= Remarks =
Auto resending after a failover (on the receiving side) is carried out when all of the above conditions are satisfied.
Otherwise, the processing is placed in the Resend Queue on HULFT on the sending side.
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(2) Time required for completion of failover
Auto resending is carried out after a failover (on the receiving side) when HULFT on the sending side is notified of an auto
resending request (on the receiving side).
The following example uses UNIX for the operating system of the host on the sending side.
When the host on the sending side receives an auto resending target error code after a failover (on the receiving side) from
the host on the receiving side, the host on the sending side waits until the time that is set for Connect Retry Interval
(retrytime) (wait time before auto resending) in the System Environment Settings expires and then initiates auto resending
(on the receiving side).
If the connection fails, the host on the sending side waits a maximum of the time calculated by the formula Connect Retry
Interval x Connect Retry Count (retrycnt).
The maximum time for which the host on the sending side waits before carrying out auto resending (on the receiving side)
is as follows:
(Wait Time Before Auto Resending) + (Connect Retry Interval) x (Connect Retry Count)

When the maximum wait time expires, a socket error occurs on the sending side, and auto resending is not carried out.
Therefore, measure the time required for the completion of a failover in advance and set Connect Retry Interval and
Connect Retry Count of the host on the sending side.
<Setting example>
When an average time of 2 minutes (120 seconds) is required to start receiving with HULFT on the receiving side
(using the clustering function) in a clustering environment after a failover occurs:
Settings of HULFT on the sending side (UNIX)
l Connect Retry Interval: 30 (seconds) (= the wait time before auto resending)
l Connect Retry Count: 5 (times)
The host on the sending side waits a maximum of the following time (seconds) before carrying out auto resending
(receiving side)
= 30+30x5
= 180
Setting the maximum time for which the host on the sending side will wait before carrying out auto resending (on the
receiving side) to a value that is greater than the average time required to start receiving after a failover occurs is
recommended.

= Remarks =
The field names for setting the wait time and the retry count in the System Environment Settings vary depending on the
operating system. The field names are as follows:

Table 5.6 Field Name of System Environment Settings
OS for HULFT on Sending Side

Field Name for Wait Time

Field Name for Retry Count

UNIX/Linux

Connect Retry Interval (retrytime)

Connect Retry Count (retrycnt)

Windows

Connect Retry Interval (retrytime)

Connect Retry Count (retrycnt)

Mainframe

Retry Interval During Auto Resend and
Receive Multiplex Level Over
(RETRYTIME)

Retry Count During Connection Error
(RETRY)

Connect Retry Interval (retrytime)

Connect Retry Count (retrycnt)

IBM i
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5.5 Differences between the monitoring mechanisms
The HULFT Clustering function offers the following two types of monitoring mechanisms:
l Monitoring with the Start Synchronization function (Heartbeat mode)
l Monitoring with the heartbeat check function
The differences between the monitoring mechanisms are explained in Table 5.7 .

Table 5.7 Differences between Monitoring Mechanisms
Monitoring
Mechanism

Advantages

Disadvantages

Monitoring with
the Start
Synchronization
function

You will know immediately when the monitored
daemon ends

Monitoring with
the heartbeat
check function

You will know that the monitored daemon is in a
state in which processing can be carried out
successfully (*1)

No load is placed on the daemon when
monitoring

You will not know if the daemon is in a state in which processing
can be carried out successfully (*1)
Even if an error has occurred with the daemon, you will not know
of the error until the next check is carried out
A small amount of load is placed on the daemon when a monitor
is carried out

*1 : The term 'successful status' means that all requests of sending, receiving, and observation can be issued.

The mechanism used varies depending on the functions of the clustering software and the operation policy.
When the used clustering software can be configured with either of the above mechanisms, refer to Table 5.7 to select a suitable
system according to the operation policy.
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5.6 Notes on connecting from HULFT in a clustering environment
This section describes some points to be noted for the connection destination (remote host) when you use the following
programs from HULFT in a clustering system to connect to HULFT on the remote host.

Table 5.8 Relevant Programs
Program That is Run on HULFT in Clustering
Environment

Processing on Remote Host That
Acknowledges Connections

Send File command (utlsend)

Receive

Send Request command (utlrecv)

Observe

Job Execution Result Notification command
(hulsndrc)

Observe

Remote Job Execution command (utlrjob)

Observe

In HULFT clustering systems, Local Host Name (myhostname) can be set to the host name that corresponds to the virtual IP
address of the system. This allows operation of services using the virtual IP address without requiring attention to each node.
However, if an error occurs before the remote host can receive the host name information from HULFT on the local host (in the
cluster system), the names or actual IP addresses of the individual nodes on which HULFT is running in the clustering system
may be displayed in the log of the remote host or in the console logs of the remote host.

= Remarks =
HULFT does not manipulate IP addresses.
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<Example>
l

l

Trace log of the remote host
The actual IP address or node name of the local host (in the clustering system) is output.
Observe Log of the remote host
If the remote host acknowledges a service request that is not registered in the Observe Definition file
($HULPATH/service.db) and an error occurs, the node name is output.

Figure 5.1 Points to be Noted When Connecting
Note that the appearance of the node name does not cause abnormal behavior of the HULFT program.
If this incident does not affect your business, you do not have to take action.
You can deal with the exposure in the following ways:
Workaround 1: Editing the 'hosts' file of the remote server by hand
For the actual IP address of each node in the 'hosts' file on the remote server, add the virtual host name (local host
name for HULFT) that corresponds to the virtual IP address.
<Setting example>
172.16.10.11 uxcluster
172.16.10.12 uxcluster
Workaround 2: Editing the routing table of the client nodes in the clustering system
Edit the routing table of each node and set the IP address of the connecting side as the virtual IP address.
<Setting example> Editing the routing table in Linux
Set the following command to be run when the nodes are switched.
(When a virtual IP address is allocated to eth0:0)
# route add -host 172.16.20.10 dev eth0:0
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6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

Overview of an example operation
Consideration of a system configuration and creation of an operation plan
Installation of HULFT
Starting the provisional operation
Migration to the Product version
Starting the actual operations
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6.1 Overview of an example operation
This section describes a simple system configuration as an example operation of the HULFT Clustering function.
In the following system, we assume that HULFT is used to implement functions in the system.

(1) Example System
Construction of a backup service system
Construct a backup service system that sends business operation data from each server to a backup server.
Requirement 1
Use HULFT to send and receive data from the backup system because HULFT has already been installed on each
server.
Requirement 2
The backup server receives data regardless of the time, day or night.
Requirement 3
Store received data in a backup medium every day at 2:00.
Requirement 4
All business operation data is important and must be backed up reliably.
Requirement 5
Run a trial of the HULFT Clustering function for one month before actual operations. If there are no problems
when you check the functions for one month, start actual operations.

Figure 6.1 Example of Operation Configuration
In this example operation, we assume that the servers of Company A and Company B are in the UNIX or Windows
environments.
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6.2 Consideration of a system configuration and creation of an operation
plan
In this section, we consider a system configuration and create an operation plan to achieve (1) Example System in 6.1 Overview
of an example operation.

6.2.1

Considering a system configuration

In order for the system to satisfy the requirements, it must operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
To do so, configure a cluster system to minimize system downtime in the event of a failure.
The cluster consists of two UNIX server nodes. Process A stores the data of company A in partition A of the shared disk. Process
B stores the data of company B in partition B of the shared disk.
To use the nodes effectively, instead of the unidirectional standby configuration, the bidirectional standby configuration
(ACTIVE-ACTIVE) with two nodes is used, and HULFT carries out both processing A and processing B in a single node.

Figure 6.2 System Configuration Diagram (Bidirectional Standby Configuration)
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6.2.2

Creating an operation plan

(1) Standard Operation Plan
Plan Item 1
To fulfill Requirement 3 of (1) Example System, copy the received backup data to a backup directory. (Use Post-receive
Job for HULFT.)
Plan Item 2
To control network traffic, decrease communication traffic during the day and increase the traffic during the night.
(Use the Hulenv Restore function of the HULFT Clustering function.)
Plan Item 3
To fulfill Requirement 5 of (1) Example System, use the Trial version of HULFT to check the operation for one month
before actual operations. Use the HULFT Product version in actual operations. Migrate from the Trial version to the
Product version without stopping the system. (Use Product Key Update of the clustering functions.)
Plan Item 4
Output HULFT logs during the first week after actual operations begin and after that, change the setting to stop the
log output. (Use the Hulenv Restore function of the HULFT Clustering function.)

(2) Action at failure
Action 1
To fulfill Requirement 2 and Requirement 4 of (1) Example System, change the setting so that if a failover occurs
during a data transfer and the processing is taken over by the STANDBY system, the data transfer is automatically
resumed. (Use the auto resending (on the receiving side) function of the HULFT Clustering function after a failover
occurs.)
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6.2.3

Workflow
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6.3 Installation of HULFT
6.3.1

Determining the HULFT installation environment

Determine the HULFT installation environment to operate HULFT in a bidirectional standby configuration.
In this case, two instances of HULFT can operate in a single node.
Install HULFT in both environment A and environment B. Here, we assume that environment A and environment B perform
processing A and processing B, respectively.
In this case, each environment requires the following resources.
l Virtual IP address
l Virtual host name
l Disk (that allows you to specify other logical partitions)
In addition, to operate HULFT independently in each environment, specify different settings for the following fields between the
two environments.
l Execution module storage directory (HULEXEP)
l Environment settings file storage directory (HULPATH)
l Pid File Generation Path
l Receive Port No.
l Observe Port No.

Table 6.1 Example Determination of Installation Environment
System Environment Settings
Fields

Environment A

Environment B

Virtual IP address

172.16.10.10

172.16.10.20

Virtual host name
(Local Host Name for HULFT)

server1

server2

Disk

/mnt/shareddiskA

/mnt/shareddiskB

HULEXEP

/usr/local/hulftA/bin

/usr/local/hulftB/bin

HULPATH

/mnt/shareddiskA/hulft/etc

/mnt/shareddiskB/hulft/etc

Pid File Generation Path

/usr/local/hulftA/tmp

/usr/local/hulftB/tmp

Receive Port No.

30000

40000

Observe Port No.

31000

41000
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6.3.2

Installation of HULFT

Install the Trial version of HULFT in the backup server according to the fields that are specified in Table 6.1 .
For server1, install the Trial version in the ACTIVE node for Environment A and in the STANDBY node for Environment B.
For server2, install the Trial version in the STANDBY node for Environment A and in the ACTIVE node for Environment B.
For details on the installation procedure, refer to (1) New Installation Procedure of
3.2.2 Installation of the HULFT Clustering function and Installation Manual.

6.3.3

Settings for the clustering software

Register HULFT environment A and HULFT environment B in the cluster according to the fields that are specified in Table 6.1 . In
this case, you must register these environments as different failover groups.
The following description example shown for starting a daemon is for when you configure the settings for Plan Item 4 of (1)
Standard Operation Plan in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
<Description example>
hulclusterrcv -start -o -l /mnt/shareddiskA/hulft/rcv_log
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6.4 Starting the provisional operation
6.4.1

Configuring a backup system (receiving host)

(1) Configuration of management information
Configure the settings for Plan Item 1 of (1) Standard Operation Plan in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
l Specify files to receive on the shared disk.
l Set a job (Job ID: BACKUP) that copies received files to the backup directory when a transfer is completed
successfully.
Register a shell script for copying files for Job Name in the Job Information of the job.
For details on the registration procedure, refer to Operation Manual.
<Setting example>

<<Receive Management Information Update>>

File ID

Ctr+p: Copy
Ctr+d: Delete
Ctr+s: Switch Screen

ESC: Cancel
TAB: Select

: BACKUP_A

File Name
Owner Name
Permission
Owner
Group
Other
Registration Mode
Error Handling
Receive Mode
Generation Mgmt
EBCDIC Set

: /mnt/shareddiskA/hulft/rcvdata
: backup
Group Name
: backup
: Read
Write
Execute 0/1:Clear/Set Permission
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
: N (N:New Creation
R:Replace
M:Append)
: K (D:Delete
K:Keep
R:Restore)
: S (S:Single
M:Multiple)
: N (N:Disabled Y:Enabled) No. of Generations :
: 0 (0:AUT A:KN B:AL C:AC D:AP E:LOW F:EX G:NEC H:KX
I:CNX V:U1 W:U2 X:U3)
Successful Job ID : BACKUP
Unsuccessful Job ID:
Comment :

Screen 6.1 Receive Management Information Update screen
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<<Receive Management Information Update>>

Ctr+s: Switch Screen

File ID

: BACKUP_A

Notification

: J (T:Receive Completion

Transfer Group ID

: SERVER_A

Verify Data
Cipher Key

: 0 (0:No 1:Yes)
: KEJr023gjeKIEJGedmg0

ESC: Cancel
TAB: Select

J:Successful Job Completion)

Comment :

Screen 6.2 Receive Management Information Update screen (extension)

(2) Configuration of communication traffic control
Configure the settings for Plan Item 2 of (1) Standard Operation Plan in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
You can control communication traffic by changing the Receive Multiplex Level.
Use HULFT Scheduler or the schedule function to schedule a job that decreases the Receive Multiplex Level during the day
and increases it at night.
The following shows an example of the job (shell script).
For details on using utilities, refer to 4.4.3 Hulenv restore commands.
<Description example>
Shell script example for changing the Receive Multiplex Level to '3'
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6.4.2

Configuring a server (sending host) for each company

(1) Configuration of communication traffic control
Configure the settings for Plan Item 2 of (1) Standard Operation Plan in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
In the System Environment Settings, set Receive Multiplex Level Over Retry (rcvover_rty) to '1.'

(2) Configuration of auto resending (receiving side)
Configure the settings for Action 1 of (2) Action at failure in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
Set the number of retries for auto resending in Auto Resend Retry Count (sockerr_autoretry) of the System Environment
Settings. Set a value other than '0.'
Refer to 5.4.2 Notes on auto resending after a failover (receiving side).
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6.5 Migration to the Product version
After you confirm that the Trial version operates normally for one month, migrate the backup system from the HULFT Trial
version to the Product version.
Refer to (3) Procedure for updating the cluster license in 3.2.2 Installation of the HULFT Clustering function to migrate.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the procedure.

Figure 6.3 Product Key Update Method
1) Change the node for processing A. Set server1 to the STANDBY node for both processing A and processing B.
2) On server1, perform Product Key Update to switch from the Trial version to the Product version for both HULFT of processing
A and HULFT of processing B.
3) Switch the node for processing A and the node for processing B. Set server2 as the STANDBY node.
4) On server2, perform Product Key Update to switch from the Trial version to the Product version for both HULFT of processing
A and HULFT of processing B. After the installation, switch the node for processing B and return back to the original operation
configuration.
For details on the installation procedure, refer to Installation Manual.
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6.6 Starting the actual operations
After starting actual operations, if you find that the backup system is working normally, change the setting to stop the trace log
output for HULFT according to Plan Item 4 of
(1) Standard Operation Plan in 6.2.2 Creating an operation plan.
Change the value of Output to Trace Log (tracelog) to "000" in the System Environment Settings.
= Remarks =
If output to syslog has been enabled, then you also need to change the value of Output to System Log (syslog) to "000".
<Setting example>
1. From the HULFT Management Console, change the value of Output to Trace Log (tracelog) to "000" in the System
Environment Settings.
2. Apply the change to the Receive daemon that is currently running.
hulclusterrcv -set
Implementation of the example operation is now completed.
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A.1 Cluster related terms
Clustering
A technique to make two or more computers that are running individually act as a single machine.
Clustering software
Software for controlling clusters. It monitors disk and network resources, the software, and carries out a failover when it
detects errors.
ACTIVE (server or node)
A server that carries out processing during normal operation in the failover clustering environment of an HA cluster. Also
known as the primary server.
STANDBY (server or node)
A server that carries out processing when the ACTIVE server in the failover clustering environment of an HA cluster fails.
Also known as the alternative or secondary server.
Failover
A function that allows the STANDBY server to take over the processing from the ACTIVE server when a failure occurs.
Failback
A function that restores operations back to the ACTIVE server when the ACTIVE server is recovered after a failover. The
opposite of failover.
Node
Each of the servers that together form a cluster.
Unidirectional standby configuration
A standby configuration where one instance of HULFT operates and the STANDBY server is not involved in any processing.
Also known as the ACTIVE-STANDBY configuration.
Bidirectional standby configuration
A standby configuration where multiple instances of HULFT operate and the servers are ACTIVE and STANDBY. Also known
as the ACTIVE-ACTIVE configuration.
Virtual IP address
An IP address that is assigned by the clustering software in which the node switching is carried out without the user being
aware. In general, specific IP addresses are assigned for each function (for example, database or www). Also known as
floating IP address, relocatable IP address, or package IP address.
Virtual host name
A host name that is linked to a virtual IP address. Also known as a package name.
Heartbeat
Heartbeat is a signal that is sent between nodes at fixed intervals to check if the other node is alive.
Shared disk
A disk that can be read from and written to by multiple nodes.
Mirroring
A method where each local disk on the servers always has the same data.
Online
The state in which services are started.
Offline
The state in which services are stopped.
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